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THE CCDC PRESENTS:

CANADIAN CYBER
DEFENCE CHALLENGE

RBC CONVENTION CENTRE · WINNIPEG, MB
WESTERN CANADA INFORMATION SECURITY CONFERENCE (WCISC)
Dear Friends, Colleagues and ICT Industry Partners,

associated with the Challenge theme.

The Canadian Cyber Defence Challenge (CCDC) along
with our partners and sponsors is proud to present this
event program. The event is one of a kind in Canada
with a history that dates back to 2011 when it launched
the first-ever cyber defence challenge. The Challenge
continues to grow each year with students participating
from across Canada. CCDC has has brought together
Information, Communications and Technology (ICT)
industry professionals to educate and empower
hundreds of students in the field of Information
Technology (IT) and Security.

The Canadian Cyber Defence Challenge will continue the
tradition of offering extensive networking opportunities
alongside new exciting branding occasions for every
budget. Sponsoring the Challenge is an opportunity
to increase your corporate presence with ICT industry
with visibility at the event, on materials and through
team sponsorship. By supporting the CCDC your
company will also be in front of hundreds of WCISC
delegates, industry professionals. The CCDC Organizing
Committee will work closely with you to make sure your
involvement with the Canadian Cyber Defence Challenge
meets your goals and provides you with a return on
your investment. In addition to the FAQ attached, you
can also visit www.cyberdefencechallenge.ca for more
information. One of our volunteer committee members
will follow up with you in the next few weeks or feel free
to contact our President Kerry Augustine at 		
info@cyberdefencechallenge.ca.

The Canadian Cyber Defence Challenge provides
an unprecedented opportunity to prepare the new
generation of students in the challenging and everevolving industry of ICT technology. The CCDC is
the industry’s opportunity to connect Corporate
Partners with students, Winnipeg business community,
colleagues and friends. It is a chance for students from
across Canada to meet, be introduced to and learn
about your organization and be top of mind as these
future leaders begin careers in our great industry.
On behalf of the CCDC, I invite you to become a
sponsor of the Canadian Cyber Defence Challenge.
The Challenge is your opportunity to put your
organization front and centre with future leaders.
The following pages outline sponsorship packages
that offer a wide variety of ways to promote
your company directly to the 200 students from
over 20 high schools in Manitoba and across
Canada. New sponsorship opportunities
continued to be reviewed and enhanced
for each annual challenge event to reflect
some of the unique programming options

The CCDC is able to hold the Challenge because of the
generosity of its sponsors. In turn, the CCDC makes sure
students, attendees and WCISC delegates are aware of
your support, and have the opportunity to learn more
about your company and its services.
I look forward to your support of 		
Canadian Cyber Defence Challenge.
Sincerely,
Kerry Augustine,
President and Chair
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CHALLENGE
SPONSORSHIP
PLATINUM TEAM
EVENT SPONSOR
As the Platinum Sponsor, you will have maximum
visibility before, during and after the event.

This is the top sponsorship for the Challenge, and you
company will be featured the most prominently to
students and attendees and every opportunity. The

GOLD TEAM

EVENT SPONSOR
As a Gold Team Sponsor, your company will have
prominent visibility before, after and during the
event. Your logo will be featured prominently at the
event and in all marketing materials.

Your company will be eligible to select two teams of
students to represent your company name and logo
when competing in the Challenge. As teams make their
way through the Challenge, both your team’s scores and
information will be displayed under your company name.
There will also be opportunity to connect with your
teams to interact and engage with the new generations
of technology leaders.
As part of the new opportunities for the Challenge, Gold
Sponsors are invited to participate in the panel of judges
as teams present their findings and recommendations to
a room of peers and industry professionals.

OPEN

Platinum sponsor will be recognized and promoted in all
marketing efforts on all promotional materials and will
the opportunity to address delegates at the event.
This level is currently open. Please contact CCDC for
details.

$1,000
 Prominent logo placement on CDC training program
package, sent to all Manitoba school divisions in Fall.
 Prominent Name, logo and hyperlink to your
company’s website on the Challenge website.

 Prominent Name and logo displayed on all main
signage/ video screens during the Challenge.
 Verbal name recognition through event.
 Logo placement on event day t-shirts.

 Name and logo in the CCDC programs.

 Opportunity to supply a promotional items to
students.

 Opportunity to participate in the Challenge as a
subject matter expert and judge

 Includes two (2) Silver Team Sponsor packages and
option for priority team selection.
 Two (2) CCDC Passes to ‘walk the floor’ of the
Challenge event, in addition to silver packages.
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SILVER TEAM

$500

SPONSOR

As a Silver Team Sponsor, your company will have
high visibility before, after and during the event.
Your logo will be featured at the event and in
marketing materials.

Your company will be represented by a team of students
competing in the Challenge as selected by the CCDC
Organizing Committee. As students make their way
through the Challenge, your team score and information
will be displayed under your company name. There
will also be opportunity to connect with your team
to interact and engage with the new generations of
technology leaders.

 Name and logo on the Challenge website.

 Name and logo displayed on main signage/ video
screens during the Challenge.
 Verbal name recognition through event.
 Logo placement on event day t-shirts.

 Opportunity to supply promotional items to students.
 Two (2) CCDC Passes to ‘walk the floor’ of Challenge
event

BRONZE CO-TEAM
SPONSOR

As a Bronze Co-Team Sponsor, your company will
have visibility before, after and during the event.

Your company has the opportunity to share
representation of a team of students competing in
the Challenge as selected by the CCDC Organizing
Committee. Bronze Sponsorship offers your company
an atmosphere conducive to building relationships with
other businesses and prospective partners.

$300

 Opportunity to share sponsorship for team
participation.
 Name and logo on the Challenge website.

 Shared name and logo displayed on main signage/
video screens during the Challenge.
 Verbal name recognition through event.
 Logo placement on event day t-shirts.

 Opportunity to supply promotional items to students.
 One (1) VIP Pass per organization to ‘walk the floor’
of the Challenge event.
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ORGANIZATION
SPONSORSHIP
MEMBERSHIP

ANNUAL SPONSOR
This is a new class of membership that supports
the Canadian Cyber Defence Challenge (CCDC)
organization as part of an annual membership.

As the Canadian Cyber Defence Challenge grows beyond
our yearly challenge in May, an annual membership
will help our organization grow and proivde additional
corporate opportunities along the way.

An annual membership includes all of the Team
Sponsorship benefits (page 4 and 5) at all of our events
(based on level and amount) plus your company will be
featured prominently to industry, students, and attendees
at additional events at every opportunity the CCDC is
presenting at.
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OPEN
Sponsors will be recognized and promoted in all CCDC
marketing efforts on all promotional materials and will
have the opportunity to address delegates and students
at the event - and throughout the entire year of activities

This level is now available and open for discussion; pease
contact the CCDC fo rmore information

FAQ
What is the CCDC Organization?

A Canadian not-for-profit organization operated
and managed by a volunteer team of senior ICT
professionals and education volunteers. The CCDC team
have a common goal to utilize their talents, experience,
and passion increase interest in the challenging and
ever-evolving industry of ICT technology.
The vision:

That each and every student in the school system
has the appropriate knowledge required to make
empowered decisions regarding the safe use of
information technology (IT) and security.
What is the Canadian Cyber Defence Challenge?

The Cyber Defence Challenge is the only one of its kind
it Canada. It is an interactive, simulated Information
Technology (IT) and Security competition. Teams of
students work together to save a fictitious company
through a series of real-world IT security challenges.
Students are awarded points based on discovering
vulnerabilities and issues and how they strategically
and creatively solve them. The hands-on emulation and
technology has proven to excite and engage students in
the classroom.
Who can participate in the Challenge?

Any high school or post-secondary student!

How to prepare for the Challenge?

The CCDC will be hosting a series of workshops for
students and teachers leading up to the challenge event
in May. Any registered team and school can expect to
receive an invitation to workshops along with a training
program/outline on how to effectively prepare for the
Challenge.
The simulation, workshops and training offers an
interactive, education experience for student and teach
to gain key IT foundational skills such as networks,
servers, and security along with time management,
goal-setting, teamwork, ethics and communications.
Wait, how does the Challenge work again?

The Canadian Cyber Defence Challenge is a one-day
competition that can take anywhere between 4-6 hours.
The teams of students identify and develop proactive
solutions to problems they encounter on the simulated
CCDC network environment. As a team, they defend and
protect a fictitious company against simulated REALLIFE security breaches. They need to work together
to achieve results and score points. The teams score
points by locating vulnerabilities (targets), deciphering
the hidden cryptology codes, mitigating the risks,
and protecting their network domain. Throughout the
competition, the teams will document their findings and
experience. Then each team takes part in presenting
their results and recommendations to a panel of
industry executive judges.

While the Challenge attracts computer computerminded people, it is designed to educate any student’s
knowledge of information technology. It provides real
world hands-on training in an educational learning
environment, by bringing together technology,
instructors, students and vendors.
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